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Country Estate Aluminium Products carry
the industry’s finest Warranty.

Avon
Aluminum Deck/Porch Railing designed to offer
you strength and elegance. Built to provide
maximum safety with style and colors.

®

If you find a major manufacturer's published warranty on Aluminum fencing
that you and/or your attorney feel will better protect your investment than
Country Estate's published warranty, submit your request to us in writing
along with a copy of the competitor's warranty and we will warrant our
product using the competitor's warranty rather than ours.

Standard colors: black, white or bronze. Kits are
available in either 42” or 36” rail height. All kits
include 8’ top rail, 8’ bottom rail, balusters, screws,
connectors and installation instructions.
SPECRAIL Deck/Porch Railing system available
with 1” baluster with either a “breadloaf ” 2 1/2”
wide top cap or 1 5/8” u-channel top cap.

Safety, Security, and Peace of Mind for you and your family.

Bridgeport

Custom color matching upon request.

Residential 100 Specifications
Post				
					
					
					

2” x 2” x .060 Wall		
2” x 2” x .080 Wall		
2” x 2” x .125 Wall		
2-1/2” x 2-1/2” x .100 Wall		

Horizontal				

1-1/8” x 1”

Aluminum Secondary Handrail

Side Walls				.082		
Top Walls				.062		
Section Widths		6 Feet			
Pickets				

5/8” x 5/8” x .050 Wall

Picket Spacing		

3-13/16” 		

• Screws: #8 stainless steel corrosion resistant
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QUICKSHIP

SPECIFICATIONS
Residential - SR

Residential - Wide SW

Specrail Residential (SR) aluminum fencing offers a combination of
durability, strength and clean appearance, and will keep their
attractive finish over a lifetime. Like all Specrail fencing systems,
matching gates are available for all of the styles.

Specrail Residential - Wide (SW) aluminum fencing is an innovative
design, which combines the light weight of residential with the
bold appearance of a heavier system. The result is a fence that truly
enhances the appearance of any estate.

The SR system offers a classic appearance to any perimeter and is
available in 6’ wide panels.

The SW system is available in either 6’ or 8’ wide panels.

Pickets
Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Posts
Gate Posts

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SR)
.625” x .625” x .050”
1.00” x 1.063” x 1.00”
0.060”
0.060”
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.060” wall
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

4.375” o.c.
3.750”
1.5625”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
2.5” x 2.5” industrial post
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.075” wall

Commercial Grade SC
Specrail Commercial (SC) fencing system is the perfect complement
to any landscape. This unique grade of fencing is ideal for areas
where you need the strength of a commercial product with the
aesthetic appearance of a narrower picket.
Like all Specrail fencing, the components of this system are
constructed of high-strength aluminum alloy, 6105-T5, and this
material will not rust.

Pickets
Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Posts
Gate Posts

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SR)
.75” x .75” x .050”
1.5” x 1.0” x 1.5”
0.090”
0.065”
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.0750” wall
4” x 4” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

4.312” o.c.
3.562”
1.437”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
2” x 2” x .060” wall
3” x 3” x 0.075” wall

Pickets
Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Side Rail
Posts
Gate Posts

AS-1 			

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SW)
.625” x 1.000” x .050”
1.00” x 1.063” x 1.00”
0.060”
0.060”
1.20” x 1.625”
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.060” wall
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

POOL CODE

†

48”H

Available in black and bronze

5.00” o.c.
4.00”
1.50”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
3” x 3” x .125” wall
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.075” wall

AS-121 			

54”H

Industrial SI
Specrail Industrial (SI) aluminum fencing system combines its
heaviest gauge aluminum extrusions for high visibility and
substantial appearance, with aesthetic excellence. The finished
product will beautify property lines while creating a deterrent to
illegal entry.
The SI system is also available in either 6’ or 8’ wide panels.

Pickets

Available in black and bronze

AS-126 			

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SW)
1” x 1” x .065”

Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Posts
Gate Posts

1.625” x 1.250” x 1.625”
0.100”
0.070”
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.075” wall
4” x 4” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

5.00” o.c.
4”
1.5”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
3” x 3” x 0.125” wall

54”H

Available in black and bronze
†
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References to Pool Code compliance used throughout this brochure should only be used as a general guideline.
Please consult your local inspector, code official or governing compliance officer to determine applicable Pool Code requirements.
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QUICKSHIP
AS-110 			

CANTILEVER GATES
48”H

Available in black

AS-120 			

48”H

SPECURITY™ Cantilever Gates
Constructed of heavy walled aluminum utilizing enclosed roller trucks for
smooth operation year-after-year.
• Durable and strong
• Fully adjustable
• Permanent good looks
• Engineered for high performance

Available in black

AS-125 			

48”H

Available in black
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GATES

ACCESSORIES
Ball Caps

Our Regal Designer Series estate gates offer beautifully arched top gates, which adds elegance and flare to any entrance.

Rings

Finials

Ball Caps
Reminiscent of turn-of-the-century estate fences,
these ball caps are the finishing touch for any fence
style.

Scrolls

Finials
•

Type A. The quad finial is decorative option for
any fence you select. Cast with a rustfree color
coating.

•

Type B. With its medieval shape, the triad finial
tops any fence with the style of tradition.

Diamonds

Rings
Rings are created to soften the linear face of any fence.

Construction Details

Diamonds & X’s
Diamonds and X’s add a modern whimiscal detail to
any fence.
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•

All Welded Construction

•

High Solid Acrylic Coating

•

Heavy Wall 6061-T5 Alloy

•

Aluminum Cast Ornaments

•

Rails 2” x 1” channel

•

Vertical Frame 2” x 2” sq

•

Pickets 5/8” sq; 3/4” sq, 1” sq

X’s

Large & Small Scrolls
•

These large scrolls are designed to add a touch of
elegance to the fence of your choice.

•

Unique in look and design, small scrolls can be
combined with the large scroll option for a lasting
impression.
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SPECRAIL - OVERVIEW
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SPECRAIL - OVERVIEW

S1 - Bennington

S4 - Saybrook

S7 - Horizon

S10 - Derby

This fence is designed to blend into the natural cadence of
virtually any landscape. Embracing a traditional fence style,
it comes with an accent of spear points across the top.

This classic design with smooth rail top reflects the mood of
a late spring evening.

This Horizon has a view in mind with its classic design,
smooth rail on top and picket spacing of 1 1/2” between
pickets is built for harmony in the landscape.

The simplicity of this basic two rails smooth top with
enclosed pickets is ideal for pool applications and is also
excellent for balconies and decks.

S2 - Berkshire

S5 - Newport

S8 - Falcon

S11 - Solid Panel

Like the Bennington, the Berkshire recreates elegant tradition
but comes with staggered spear point picket tops.

Inspired by the life of the ocean, this scallop design with
traditional spear points is a statement of grace.

With every other picket thrusting a spear point through
the top rail and with 1 1/2” picket spacing, this fence was
created to make the vision of your landscape soar.

This aluminum board on board privacy design offers a
unique alternative to wood or vinyl privacy.

S3 - Essex

S6 - Citadel

S9 - Storrs

Doggie Panel Modification

With its classic smooth rail top and traditional spear points
below, the Essex is designed to meet the most demanding
aesthetic needs.

The Citadel’s crown design with traditional spear points
suggests the power of authority with a subtle ease.

The height of simplicity, this fence with smooth top rail has
been modified so that pickets do not extend through the
bottom rail.

Any standard panel may be modified to incorporate a
Doggie Panel in lower third section. This will keep
smaller pets in or add detail to any design.
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SPECRAIL - OVERVIEW

5

SPECRAIL - OVERVIEW

S1 - Bennington

S4 - Saybrook

S7 - Horizon

S10 - Derby

This fence is designed to blend into the natural cadence of
virtually any landscape. Embracing a traditional fence style,
it comes with an accent of spear points across the top.

This classic design with smooth rail top reflects the mood of
a late spring evening.

This Horizon has a view in mind with its classic design,
smooth rail on top and picket spacing of 1 1/2” between
pickets is built for harmony in the landscape.

The simplicity of this basic two rails smooth top with
enclosed pickets is ideal for pool applications and is also
excellent for balconies and decks.

S2 - Berkshire

S5 - Newport

S8 - Falcon

S11 - Solid Panel

Like the Bennington, the Berkshire recreates elegant tradition
but comes with staggered spear point picket tops.

Inspired by the life of the ocean, this scallop design with
traditional spear points is a statement of grace.

With every other picket thrusting a spear point through
the top rail and with 1 1/2” picket spacing, this fence was
created to make the vision of your landscape soar.

This aluminum board on board privacy design offers a
unique alternative to wood or vinyl privacy.

S3 - Essex

S6 - Citadel

S9 - Storrs

Doggie Panel Modification

With its classic smooth rail top and traditional spear points
below, the Essex is designed to meet the most demanding
aesthetic needs.

The Citadel’s crown design with traditional spear points
suggests the power of authority with a subtle ease.

The height of simplicity, this fence with smooth top rail has
been modified so that pickets do not extend through the
bottom rail.

Any standard panel may be modified to incorporate a
Doggie Panel in lower third section. This will keep
smaller pets in or add detail to any design.
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GATES

ACCESSORIES
Ball Caps

Our Regal Designer Series estate gates offer beautifully arched top gates, which adds elegance and flare to any entrance.

Rings

Finials

Ball Caps
Reminiscent of turn-of-the-century estate fences,
these ball caps are the finishing touch for any fence
style.

Scrolls

Finials
•

Type A. The quad finial is decorative option for
any fence you select. Cast with a rustfree color
coating.

•

Type B. With its medieval shape, the triad finial
tops any fence with the style of tradition.

Diamonds

Rings
Rings are created to soften the linear face of any fence.

Construction Details

Diamonds & X’s
Diamonds and X’s add a modern whimiscal detail to
any fence.
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•

All Welded Construction

•

High Solid Acrylic Coating

•

Heavy Wall 6061-T5 Alloy

•

Aluminum Cast Ornaments

•

Rails 2” x 1” channel

•

Vertical Frame 2” x 2” sq

•

Pickets 5/8” sq

X’s

Large & Small Scrolls
•

These large scrolls are designed to add a touch of
elegance to the fence of your choice.

•

Unique in look and design, small scrolls can be
combined with the large scroll option for a lasting
impression.
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QUICKSHIP
AS-110 			

CANTILEVER GATES
48”H

Available in black

AS-120 			

48”H

SPECURITY™ Cantilever Gates
Constructed of heavy walled aluminum utilizing enclosed roller trucks for
smooth operation year-after-year.
• Durable and strong
• Fully adjustable
• Permanent good looks
• Engineered for high performance

Available in black

AS-125 			

48”H

Available in black
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QUICKSHIP

SPECIFICATIONS
Residential - SR

Residential - Wide SW

Specrail Residential (SR) aluminum fencing offers a combination of
durability, strength and clean appearance, and will keep their
attractive finish over a lifetime. Like all Specrail fencing systems,
matching gates are available for all of the styles.

Specrail Residential - Wide (SW) aluminum fencing is an innovative
design, which combines the light weight of residential with the
bold appearance of a heavier system. The result is a fence that truly
enhances the appearance of any estate.

The SR system offers a classic appearance to any perimeter and is
available in 6’ wide panels.

The SW system is available in either 6’ or 8’ wide panels.

Pickets
Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Posts
Gate Posts

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SR)
.625” x .625” x .050”
1.00” x 1.063” x 1.00”
0.060”
0.060”
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.060” wall
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

4.375” o.c.
3.750”
1.5625”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
2.5” x 2.5” industrial post
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.075” wall

Commercial Grade SC
Specrail Commercial (SC) fencing system is the perfect complement
to any landscape. This unique grade of fencing is ideal for areas
where you need the strength of a commercial product with the
aesthetic appearance of a narrower picket.
Like all Specrail fencing, the components of this system are
constructed of high-strength aluminum alloy, 6105-T5, and this
material will not rust.

Pickets
Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Posts
Gate Posts

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SR)
.75” x .75” x .050”
1.5” x 1.0” x 1.5”
0.090”
0.065”
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.0750” wall
4” x 4” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

4.312” o.c.
3.562”
1.437”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
2” x 2” x .060” wall
3” x 3” x 0.075” wall

Pickets
Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Side Rail
Posts
Gate Posts

AS-1 			

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SW)
.625” x 1.000” x .050”
1.00” x 1.063” x 1.00”
0.060”
0.060”
1.20” x 1.625”
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.060” wall
2.00” x 2.00” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

POOL CODE

†

48”H

Available in black and bronze

5.00” o.c.
4.00”
1.50”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
3” x 3” x .125” wall
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.075” wall

AS-121 			

54”H

Industrial SI
Specrail Industrial (SI) aluminum fencing system combines its
heaviest gauge aluminum extrusions for high visibility and
substantial appearance with aesthetic excellence. The finished
product will beautify property lines while creating a deterrent to
illegal entry.
The SI system is also available in either 6’ or 8’ wide panels.

Pickets

Available in black and bronze

AS-126 			

RESIDENTIAL GRADE (SW)
1” x 1” x .065”

Stringers
Top Wall
Side Wall
Posts
Gate Posts

1.625” x 1.250” x 1.625”
0.100”
0.070”
2.5” x 2.5” x 0.075” wall
4” x 4” x 0.125” wall

Picket Spacing
Space between pickets
Style SR 7,8
Heights Available
Alloy
Optional Post

5.00” o.c.
4”
1.5”
36”, 42”, 48” , 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”
6105-T5-35,000 PSI
3” x 3” x 0.125” wall

54”H

Available in black and bronze
†
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References to Pool Code compliance used throughout this brochure should only be used as a general guideline.
Please consult your local inspector, code official or governing compliance officer to determine applicable Pool Code requirements.
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Country Estate Aluminium Products carry
the industry’s finest Warranty.

Avon
Aluminum Deck/Porch Railing designed to offer
you strength and elegance. Built to provide
maximum safety with style and colors.

®

If you find a major manufacturer's published warranty on Aluminum fencing
that you and/or your attorney feel will better protect your investment than
Country Estate's published warranty, submit your request to us in writing
along with a copy of the competitor's warranty and we will warrant our
product using the competitor's warranty rather than ours.

Standard colors: black, white or bronze. Kits are
available in either 42” or 36” rail height. All kits
include 8’ top rail, 8’ bottom rail, balusters, screws,
connectors and installation instructions.
SPECRAIL Deck/Porch Railing system available
with 1” baluster with either a “breadloaf ” 2 1/2”
wide top cap or 1 5/8” u-channel top cap.

Safety, Security, and Peace of Mind for you and your family.

Bridgeport

Custom color matching upon request.

Residential 100 Specifications
Post				
					
					
					

2” x 2” x .060 Wall		
2” x 2” x .080 Wall		
2” x 2” x .125 Wall		
2-1/2” x 2-1/2” x .100 Wall		

Horizontal				

1-1/8” x 1”

Aluminum Secondary Handrail

Side Walls				.082		
Top Walls				.062		
Section Widths		6 Feet			
Pickets				

5/8” x 5/8” x .050 Wall

Picket Spacing		

3-13/16” 		

• Screws: #8 stainless steel corrosion resistant
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